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ABSTRACT
We ilescri.be a geneml øpproach to computational moileling of prosoily that combines

statisticøl moilels uith linguistic theory. Støtistical mod,els prooiile ø mechanism for
representing uariabilitg, Jor automatically training parameters, and tor a,nalyzing large

cor?oro.. Linguistic theory prouid.es mod,el structure anil guiiles feature eatrøction' We

illustrate the approach with ecarnples lrom our own work anil from the worlc of others.

INTRODUCTION
R.ecentl¡ prosody ¡esearch has seen increased use of corpus-based analyses and auto-
matic learning techniques. In particular, statistical techniques have played an important
role in advancing our understanding of prosody, as well as our ability to model prosody

computationally for automatic speech processing. Still, these techniques, which are

driven by the need to develop robust and portable modeling techniques, are currently
underutilized because of cultural differences among linguists, computer scientists and

engineers. Here we try to help bridge the multi-disciplinary gap by outlining some sta-

tistical methods and providing examples of their use when driven by linguistic theory.
Statistical techniques have long been used in speech resea¡ch in the analysis of signif-

icance and in socio-linguistics for sampling of large corpora, but some researchers have

been wary of more extensive use because the development of linguistic insights has often
been ignored in statistical modeling. Howevet, the use of prosody in automatic speech

processing cannot ignore advances in speech recognition using statistical techniques,

which have the advantages that they model va¡iability (e.g. randomness due to incom-
plete knowledge of sources of variability) and that automatic training methods exist
for porting or adapting the models to different speaking styles or domains. Further, in
the scientifrc aim to unde¡stand human speech communication, statistical techniques
are important in that they enable the use of large corpora, which is important because

huma¡r intuitions can under-represent the full range of prosodic structure that can be

uncovered through the analysis of large corpota. In addition, the use of la.rge corpota
can provide data representative of normal communication, while reducing the need to
control context.

Of course, statistical techniques do not provide all the answers. Stochastic models
ca¡ have burdensome data requirements unless constrained by linguistic structure, and
analysis of large corpor¿ is more informative if driven by questions raised in linguistic
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theory. Thus, combining linguistic and statistical methods can provide insights and
results beyond the reach of either approach alone. In the next sections, we further
elaborate on this theme by describing general methods for combining statistics and
linguistics, illustrating these with specific examples, and discussing future directions.

COMBINING LINGUISTICS AND STATISTICS
In the context of prosody modeling, we use olinguistics" to include both phonological
models of abstract units (i.e. prosodic phrase constituents, prominence, and intonation
markers) and phonetic hypotheses about their observed acoustic correlates (i.e. f0, dura-
tion a¡d energy). By astatistics", we mean both statistical data analysis and modeling
techniques, recognizing two roles for statistical techniques in prosody research: (1) to
generate a¡d test hypotheses about factors that influence the phonetics and phonol-
ogy of prosodic patterns, as weil as to assess our level of unde¡standing of sources of
variabilit¡ and (2) to model prosodic patterns for automatic speech processing.

In data analysis, linguistics can provide hypotheses to test statistically, and/or we
can use distributional analyses to generate hypotheses to test with traditional percep-
tion and production experiments. For va¡iables with ditrerent interrelated conditioning
factors, multi-factor analysis techniques may provide more powerful tools than signifi-
ca¡ce tests. Automatic clustering and techniques for estimating model orde¡ may help
answer (or pose) questions related to the number of abstract units needed to repre-
sent diferent prosodic phenomena. Finall¡ multi-modal and hierarchical models may
expose distribution differences not evident from mean computations.

In computational modeling, linguistic theory provides the model structure, re-
ducing dimensionality to a practical size, and drives the signal processing or feature
extraction. Examples are in the next section; here, we describe general statistical
techniques appropriate for prosody modeling. Classification and regression trees (or,
decision trees) are particularly useful fo¡ handling a combination of categorical and con-
tinuous variables, all of which are dependent, a common situation in prosody. Decision
t¡ees take a vector of features as input, and predict or estimate a variable after a se¡ies
of binary questions about the features, modeling their dependence without making ex-
plicit prior assumptions. In prosody modeling, decision tree variables draw on features
traditionally used in synthesis and/or recognition rules, but the sequence and number
of rules (tree structure) and their threshold values are learned automatically. While
decision trees are powerful, they can only predict a single variable or vector; other tech-
niques are needed for handling sequences of variables (random processes). The most
common techniques used are the Markov source model, and the hidden Markov model
(HMM), which combines a Ma¡kov chain with a random observation model. Both types
of process models can incorporate decision t¡ees to handle non-homogeneous features.

PROSODY MODELING EXAMPLES
Data Analysis. In developing a model with ma.ny variables, tabulating results for all
combinations of factors is impractical. Some a^lternative analysis methods a¡e illustrated
in [11] for duration modeling. Automatic clustering can also be a tool for d¿ta analysis,
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as in our experiments investigating questions about the categorical vs. gradient nature
of acoustic diferences among prominences. Decision tree design, a form of clustering,
can yield insights into the relative importance of different variables, though in our work
they have mainly served to confirm linguistic intuitions (e.g. hesitations are most likely
to occur at a function-word/content-word boundary).

Our recent work on early accent placement within lexical items illustrates how

corpus-based analysis can suggest new hypotheses. In a distributional analysis' we no-

ticed that adjacent-stress words and alternating-stress words behaved differently with
respect to within-word prominence, e,g. double accents were common only for alternat-
ing stress words. Although scattered clues might have suggested that adjacent-stress
words form a special class, e.g. stress markings for these words are not consistent across

dictionaries, the analysis of a large corpus made the systematic difference clea,rly visible.
Cornputational Models, As several resea¡ch sites (particularly AT&T Bell Labs

and ATR) have shown, corpus-ba.sed models ca¡ be powerful tools for tezt-to-speech

synthesis. In prosody prediction, there are several models based on classifrcation and

regression trees, some using the predicted values associated with terminal nodes in the
tree and others the probability distributions. Classification trees have proved useful for
predicting abstract units [9, 8], e.8., prosodic phrase structure, pitch accent location
and tone labels. Regression trees, used for estimating continuous variables, have been

mainly applied to duration modeling, either for directly predicting segment duration

[5, 6] or for deriving the terms in a parametric model [2],
Two aspects of prosody modeled in speech recognition systems a¡e st¡ess ¿nd dura-

tion. Several sites have used separate models for lexically stressed and unstressed vowels,
though results have been mixed. Efiorts in duration modeling, motivated by the fact
that recognition errors often correspond to unlikely segment durations, use linguistic
knowledge to define possible conditioning contexts for statistical models, e.g. [2, 5].

It speech und,erstand,ing, where meaning of an utterance is extracted, prosody can
provide information for determining the correct syntactic a¡d semantic structure. For
example, prosody has been used to reduce parsing ambiguity by automatically recog-

nizing prosodic breaks using a decision tree and then using these breaks in a parser

[4], or alternatively by scoring sentence parse hypotheses according to the likelihood of
observed prosodic patterns [?]. Prosody can also provide information for speech under-
standing in semantic processing, since automatically detected phrasal prominence (e.g.

[10, 1]) can provide clues to semantic focus. Finally, prosody can aid in detecting and
correcting disfluencies sucb as word fragments, as in our work with decision trees.

A limitation of statistical modeling is the need for labeled training data. In speech

recognition the labels are words, which can be hand-transcribed at a much lower cost
than prosodic labels. Thus, it is critic¿l to develop øutornatic løbeling algorithms to
assist this process. Our most successful efforts in automatic labeling have involved the
use of decision trees, e.g. [10], which have outperformed HMMs.

CONCLUSIONS
Having argued the merits of combining statistics and linguistics in prosody research,
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we conclude with two areas ripe fo¡ fu¡ther research. First, bidirectional models are
important to study, since synthesis and recognition share many of the same problems.
Since the speech synthesis and recognition communities have not intersected much,
they have not benefited from combining their separate perspectives. There exist a few
examples using the same model fo¡ both recognition and synthesis problems, e.g. [7]
for prosodic constituents, but more work is needed. Second, although it is possible
to use results of statistical analysis to help formulate linguistic hypotheses, there has
actually been very little such wo¡k. Two possible tools are decision trees (e.g., for
ra.nking prediction variables), and probabilistic information measures (e.g. entropy and
mutual information) that may be used to assess our ability to account for observed
acoustic or phonological va,riability. Perhaps the biggest ba¡rier to be overcome is the
amount of knowledge required from the dife¡ent disciplines, but this simply argues for
muiti-disciplina,ry collaborations. To quote Ladefoged [3]: 'We all have to rely on other
people to fill in the gaps - the vast holes - in our knowledge. Any scientist today is
part of a team that cannot hope to build a bridge to the future without a lot of heþ."
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